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IEEE 802.11 networking technology introduces a new set of security challenges for 
networks.  Differences in technology and new attack vectors introduced, render 
traditional security mechanisms such as centralized firewalls, wired IPS, and VPNs 
ineffective against wireless specific threats.  Additionally, administrators are faced 
with a proliferation of Wi-Fi devices and the ever growing need for users to be 
mobile, which further compounds the security risks.  These new attack vectors 
have recognized wireless as an easy entry point to the network and have been 
successfully exploited for financial gain.  This solution paper provides you with an 
overview of the solutions Motorola offers to address these concerns and maintain 
the security posture of the network.  
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The UniqUe needs in  
secUring YoUr WLAn 

A traditional wired network has a well-defined physical 
parameter separating the trusted internal network 
from the untrusted external network, typically the 
internet.  This model enabled a well defined boundary 
for traffic to traverse from the trusted to untrusted 
domains and more importantly block unauthorized 
traffic from entering the trusted resources.  By policing 
traffic at that well defined choke point, using firewalls 
and intrusion prevention systems, enterprises were 
able to implement a robust security infrastructure.  
Users of trusted resources require physical access 
to network jacks or the proper credentials to gain 
remote connectivity.  An example of a well understood 
network security paradigm with well defined borders is 
found in Figure 1. 

The advent of 802.11 networks changes the traditional 
network security paradigm.  The radio transmissions 
from wireless devices bypass the physical boundaries 
such as walls, doors, and windows as shown in Figure 
2.  This simple property of wireless networks enables 
transmissions from an access point connected to the 
intranet to be visible from the parking lot, a building 
across the street, or a neighbor in a multi-tenant 
facility.  This uncontrolled propagation of wireless 
signals introduces several new vulnerabilities that did 

not exist in the wired world.  A very common security 
problem is a rogue wireless access point (AP) that is 
connected to a network.  An employee or contractor 
could bring in an unauthorized AP and connect it to 
the intranet without enabling security. Though the 
intent may be to merely provide mobility in a certain 
area, this rogue AP could allow unrestricted access to 
unauthorized users in the vicinity sniffing for open or 
poorly secured wireless APs. Similarly, your authorized 
wireless APs may have weak security protocols, such 
as Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP), that can allow 
similar “behind the firewall” access to the sensitive 
internal network. Once on the “soft” internal network, 
an unauthorized user can mount several different 
attacks. Given the fact that traditional security is at 
the perimeter – there may be little or no security on 
the intranet. Wireless also aggravates the “insider 
threat”. Users can connect their laptops to external 
wireless networks and bypass internet filters and 
enterprise proxies, while being in the enterprise 
perimeter. Sometimes, laptops can simultaneous be 
connected to the wired and an unauthorized external 
wireless network. A unique aspect of these new 
wireless specific threats is that they apply to all 
environments, even those where a sanctioned WLAN 
has not been deployed.

Figure 1: 
traditional Wired network
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soLUTions ThAT MeeT  
YoUr secUriTY needs 

one size does noT FiT ALL 
When it comes to wireless security and management, 
one size does not fit all – a variety of solutions are 
required to meet the varying needs and demands for 
our customers. Motorola offers a tiered approach to 
security to allow you to achieve and maintain a strong 
security posture from wireless threats.  The solutions 
vary in functionality, deployment, administrative 
complexity and cost; but they enable you to choose 
the right level of security to satisfy your enterprise’s 
requirements.  

inTegrATed WireLess  
inTrUsion deTecTion soLUTion

Functionality 
Motorola RFS controllers and access points (AP) offer 
detection capabilities for a set of fundamental wireless 
threats.  The Wireless Intrusion Detection System 
(WIDS) functions are performed through a signature 
detection engine on board the controller and access 
points providing the administrator visibility into 38 
different threats.  The detection is performed inline on 
dedicated packet processing hardware for all WLAN 
traffic which passes through the controller/ access 
point.  Excessive threshold violations detect traffic 
injection floods such as DoS attacks or key/passphrase 

cracking attempts.  Client and BSS anomaly detection 
offer visibility into some threats such as impersonation 
activity, illegal frame types, simple attack and 
reconnaissance tools.  The intrusion detection feature 
set is capable of detecting rogue APs on the same 
network as the wireless controller or access point.

Application 
Base WIDS is recommended for all environments but 
best deployed in smaller environments which require 
some basic visibility into wireless security threats. 
Administrators of small wireless deployments will find 
this ideally suited because of its quick setup, minimal 
hardware requirements, and no additional administrative 
overhead.  The infrastructure radios provide default on-
channel monitoring, alleviating the need for dedicated 
sensor radios.  If more robust monitoring and visibility 
is desired, off-channel scanning or dedicated sensor 
radios can be deployed with this solution.  Deployments 
requiring more than minimal threat and rogue detection 
capabilities should consider the Advanced Security 
Infrastructure Module WIPS option or AirDefense 
Wireless IPS module. Motorola does not recommend 
base IDS functionality to satisfy security requirements 
driven by regulatory compliance.

Figure 2: 
Wireless security Concerns
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AdvAnced WireLess inTrUsion  
ProTecTion soLUTion

Functionality 
The Advanced Wireless Intrusion Prevention System 
(WIPS) license module unlocks additional signature 
detection capabilities and a protocol analysis engine 
for more complete detection of wireless threats.  Rogue 
detection is significantly enhanced over the Integrated 
WIPS.  Information from the wired network is gathered 
from the APs which operate as sensors enabling a 
more distributed deployment.  The added visibility from 
the dedicated sensor radios which feed the detection 
engines enable 34 additional security events over what 
is included in base WIDS.  Advanced security also 
introduces wireless prevention capabilities to enable 
automatic mitigation of security threats.   Once a policy 
violation is detected the sensor radio turns active and 
performs termination against the offending device which 
surgically removes the threat from the network.

Application 
Advanced Wireless Intrusion Prevention System is 
ideal for small and medium environments that need 
the next level of security protection but do not have 
100’s or 1000’s of  devices or locations to monitor.  This 
solution does  require dedicated radios to be used as 
sensors, but this also enables a centralized controller 
with remote sensor deployments.  If dual or tri radio 
APs are deployed one or more band-unlocked radios can 
be used as a sensors without requiring installation of 
dedicated hardware to be used as an overlay.  Dedicated 
sensor radios are required in areas where advanced 
security is needed. The advanced rogue detection 
techniques add some complexity to the deployment 
by requiring that sensors be placed on trunk ports.  
Administrators requiring compliance reporting, network 
activity logs, or event history will have to use third party 
systems for those functions.  The solution offers good 
coverage for standard security threats but may not offer 
comprehensive protection from more sophisticated or 
day zero attacks. Overall, the advanced WIPS features 
will provide protection from the most common threats, 
allowing you to improve the security posture of the 
network.  

WireLess iPs ThroUgh The  
AirdeFense services PLATForM

Functionality 
The AirDefense Services Platform provides the 
most sophisticated Wireless IPS in the market. The 
AirDefense Services Platform is a centralized console 
that provides complete protection against all types of 
wireless threats, policy compliance monitoring, robust 
performance monitoring, and location tracking in an 
appliance that can scale to meet the largest global 
organizations’ needs. Collaborative intelligence with 
secure sensors that work in tandem with a hardened 
purpose-built server appliance allows monitoring all 
802.11 (a/b/g/n) wireless traffic, from all devices in real-
time, to ensure no threat goes unnoticed.  Employing 
four detection engines - signature analysis, protocol 
abuse, anomalous behavior, and policy manager - the 
solution protects from over 250 different wireless 
threats.  With purpose-built features, the AirDefense 
Wireless IPS module becomes a “set and forget” tool 
that allows you to monitor the network for change 
and receive automatic notifications when a threat is 
detected. They system can automatically mitigate 
threats to prevent exploitation of your corporate 
resources. This module also offers 325 data points 
per wireless device, per connection, per minute 
which provides you with the capability to rewind time 
and perform in-depth historical analysis of events.  
This wealth of historical data is leveraged by the 
customizable reporting engine for comprehensive, 
automated, centralized compliance management.

Application 
The AirDefense Wireless IPS module is best suited 
for distributed enterprise environments with wireless 
security and compliance needs.  The solution provides 
vendor-agnostic 802.11 wireless network protection, 
even enabling security for multi-vendor networks.  The 
solution is equally suited for customers looking for a 
comprehensive solution to solve rogue challenges as 
well as security requirements.  The components of the 
deployment are similar to Advanced WIPS except the 
dedicated sensor radios report data back to an appliance 
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rather than an RFS controller.  In most environments 
the deployment will be significantly simpler than other 
wireless security options because of the zero-touch 
provisioning and minimal network changes required.  
AirDefense Wireless IPS module leverages the same 
sensor radios used for Advanced Wireless IPS, so 
upgrade is a simple operation.  The comprehensive 
threat library and detection engines ensures all rogues 
and wireless threats are promptly and automatically 
mitigated to maintain security posture and guarantee 
24x7 wireless compliance for the enterprise.  The robust 
forensics allows all activity to be captured for forensic 
investigation and comprehensive compliance reporting.  
The automation and ease of deployment features 
enable even the most resource strapped organizations 
to successfully deploy and manage an AirDefense 
deployment.

redUce YoUr exPosUre

Wireless technology fundamentally changes the 
security paradigm, introducing new threats which 
cannot be detected or protected by traditional security 
mechanisms. Network intruders continue to focus on 
wireless as the entry point into the network to gain 
access to sensitive and proprietary information.  As the 
wireless threat landscape continues to evolve, various 
industry and regulatory requirements are placing an 
increasing emphasis on wireless security.  Motorola 
offers a full spectrum of wireless security solutions 
designed to accommodate customers with the smallest 
to the largest deployments, with basic to fully featured 
options.  For environments with changing security needs, 
the highly adaptive architecture allows deployments to 
migrate from one solution to another without requiring 
a “rip and replace” approach to update legacy systems.  
From basic infrastructure embedded WIDS to AirDefense 
Wireless IPS, Motorola security solutions offer the 
industry’s most comprehensive WLAN security portfolio.

inTegrATed WireLess 
inTrUsion deTecTion

AdvAnced WireLess 
inTrUsion ProTecTion

AirdeFense WireLess 
inTrUsion ProTecTion

ThREAT DETECTION ENGINES 1 2 4

EVENTS IN ThREAT LIBRARy 38 38 Base +  
34 Advanced

250

ROGUE DETECTION TEChNIqUES 1 2 5

ZERO-DAy ATTACk PROTECTION x

COMPREhENSIVE  
VULNERABILITy PROTECTION

x x

POLICy COMPLIANCE MONITORING x

AUTOMATED MITIGATION x x

ROBUST ALARM MANAGEMENT x

REPORTING x

CUSTOMIZABLE REPORTING ENGINE x

FORENSIC DATA CAPTURE x

POLICy BASED FRAME CAPTURE x

REqUIRES DEDICATED SENSOR RADIOS x x

NOTIFICATION TyPES snMP snMP email, syslog, snMP

CUSTOMIZABLE NOTIFICATION FORMATS email, syslog

ROLE BASED USER ACCESS x x
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